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Dedicated to Professor Cesare Gennari on the occasion of his 70th birthday

6-methylquinazolin-4(3H)-one-based compounds were here
identified and synthesized as novel binders of bromodomain-
containing protein 9 (BRD9) epigenetic reader. Accounting a
fast and efficient synthetic route aimed to easily obtain differ-
ently 2- and 8-disubstituted 6-methylquinazolin-4(3H)-one de-
rivatives, a virtual library of synthesizable items was built and
submitted to molecular docking experiments. Based on two 3D
structure-based pharmacophore models recently developed by
us on BRD9, 16 compounds were selected and synthesized,

using mild conditions with good yields in relatively short
reaction times. Among them, 14, 16, 18, 22, and 26 emerged as
the most potent compounds of these series, able to bind BRD9
at the low micromolar range of concentrations. These molecules
also showed a promising selective behavior when tested
against BRD4 bromodomain. These results highlighted the
quinazolin-4(3H)-one chemical core as a valuable scaffold for
developing promising BRD9 binders.

Introduction

Bromodomains (BRDs) are protein domains that selectively
recognize and bind ɛ-N-acetyl-lysine residues histone tails and
play a key role in gene expression. Since the first discovery,
bromodomains have been found in many nuclear proteins. In
particular, the human genome encodes 61 BRDs in 46 different
proteins with catalytic functions involved in some pathological
processes and present in most tissues.[1]

Bromodomain-containing proteins are grouped into eight
main families. The BET family (Bromo- and Extra-Terminal-
Domain), including BRD2, BRD3, BRD4, and BRDT proteins, is
the most studied and it plays a central role in cell cycle
progression, cellular proliferation, and apoptosis.[2] As a subunit
of the SWI/SNF chromatin remodeling complexes, non-BET
bromodomain containing protein BRD9 has recently emerged
as an interesting target due to its involvement in cancer.[3]

Specifically, it is part of BAF complexes (e.g., ncBAF and nBAF)
and, as an epigenetic reader, it is involved in post-translational
modifications.[4] In pathological conditions, BRD9 overexpres-
sion has been detected and, accordingly, its involvement in
tumors, including acute myeloid leukemia (AML), renal carcino-
ma, non-small cell lung cancer, malignant tumors, rhabdoid
tumor, breast cancer, cervical carcinoma, and hepatocellular
carcinoma has been reported.[4]

Starting from these premises, the identification of a new
class of BRD9 binders is required for further interrogating the
biological role of this protein. In this paper, starting from the
broad spectrum of biological and pharmacological activities[5]

already reported for quinazolin-4(3H)-one-based compounds,
the 6-methylquinazolin-4(3H)-one scaffold was selected with
the aim of developing novel compounds targeting BRD9.
Coupling the efficiency/fastness of the chosen synthetic route
and the high performance of BRD9 3D pharmacophore model[6]

recently developed by us in predicting promising compounds, a
library of synthesizable items was built in silico and submitted
to molecular docking-based virtual screening. After this step, 16
compounds were synthesized after selecting the more conven-
ient strategy.[7] Finally, in vitro bioscreen led to 5 compounds
(14, 16, 18, 22, and 26) able to bind BRD9 in the low
micromolar range of concentration by AlphaScreen assays.
Since quinazolin-4(3H)-one-based compounds were also re-
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cently reported as BRD4 binders,[8] the ability of the five newly
identified molecules to target BRD4 was also investigated,
obtaining a poor binding and highlighting their selective profile
against BRD9.

Results and Discussion

The privileged scaffold feature of the quinazolin-4(3H)-one[9]

and the possibility of easily decorating it in different ways
prompted us to investigate it as a starting point for developing
BRD9 ligands.

With this aim, since all BRD9 binders feature an acetyl lysine
mimetic group needed for the binding[6,10], the inclusion of a
hydrophobic group on this scaffold, e.g., a methyl, was here
accounted in order to have a priori a function that could satisfy
this condition (Scheme 1). Among the set of possible quinazo-
lin-4(3H)-one functionalized derivatives, the 6-methylquinazolin-
4(3H)-one was specifically selected for further investigations
due to its compatibility with facile synthetic procedures (vide
infra) and because preliminary in silico analysis disclosed its
ability to reproduce a binding mode compatible with the
requirements for BRD9 binding.

Indeed, we firstly performed computational studies by
means of docking calculations and pharmacophore screening,
in order to validate this chemical core as promising molecular
platform for the development of new BRD9 binders.[11] Prior to
accurately developing a synthetic procedure leading to the
building of a combinatorial library of 6-methylquinazolin-4(3H)-
one derivatives, the selected core was docked onto the BRD9
binding site (PDB code: 5F1H).[10a] Subsequently, the output
docking poses were screened through 3D structure-based
pharmacophore model, i. e., AHRR 4-points model (“pharm-
fragment”), AAHHRRR 7-points model (“pharm-druglike1”) and
AAHRRRX 7 points model (“pharm-druglike2”) developed by us
and previously reported (Figure 1 and Figure S1). In this way,
we firstly assessed whether the chosen core would feature
minimum requirements to bind BRD9 (according to “pharm-
fragment” model) and, secondly, the possible functionalization
positions were identified on the selected poses in order to
rationally design optimized derivatives (according to “pharm-
druglike1” and “pharm-druglike2” models).[6] The obtained
results highlighted three possible binding modes, here named

“binding mode 1”, “binding mode 2”, and “binding mode 3”
(Figure 1A, Figure 1C and Figure S2C), in which three different
portions of the chemical core covered the acetyl lysine mimic
function specifically represented by the two of the four features
of “pharm-fragment” model, namely “A” as H-bond acceptor
group and “H” as a hydrophobic feature. Subsequently, the
three selected poses of the 6-methylquinazolin-4(3H)-one
scaffold were analyzed according to the “pharm-druglike2” and
“pharm-druglike1” pharmacophore models (Figure 1 and Fig-
ure S2) to evaluate which of the models could be accounted for
the subsequent design of optimized derivatives.

Regarding “binding mode 1”, “pharm-druglike2” (AAHRRRX
7-points) model was selected since, in this way, the starting
scaffold could be satisfactorily decorated in both positions 2
and 8 (Figure 1B, Scheme 1). Conversely, “pharm-druglike1” was
only compatible for substitution at 8 position (Figure S2G). For
“binding mode 2”, “pharm-druglike1” model was chosen since

Scheme 1. Rational design for 6-methylquinazoline-4(3H)-one chemical de-
rivatives.

Figure 1. “Binding mode 1” of 6-methylquinazolin-4(3H)-one in A) “pharm-
fragment” and B) “pharm-druglike2”; “Binding mode 2” of 6-meth-
ylquinazolin-4(3H)-one in C) “pharm-fragment” and D) “pharm-druglike1”.
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the starting core could be functionalized in 2 and 8 positions as
well (Figure 1D).

It is worth noting that, in this case, position 2 corresponded
to the “H” hydrophobic function belonging to the necessary
acetyl lysine mimetic group and, accordingly, it could be
functionalized with alkyl substituents, whereas position 8 could
allow the decoration with aromatic (“R”), H-bond acceptor (“A”)
and hydrophobic (“H”) substituents. On the other hand,
“pharm-druglike2” was considered less suitable for the design
of highly decorated derivatives due to the fact that the position
of the 6-methyl substituent prevented the decoration towards
the planar (“X”) and the adjacent H-bond acceptor (“A”)
functions while only leaving a simple aromatic (“R”) moiety for
the optimization (Figure S2E). Regarding “binding mode 3”,
neither “pharm-druglike1” nor “pharm-druglike2” pharmaco-
phore models were compatible for the subsequent decoration
(Figure S2F and S2I), and it was discarded for orienting the
synthesis of derivatives. Unless the only insertion of the
hydrophobic group as acetyl lysine mimetic, putative further
functionalizations aimed to explore the chemical space of the
binding site would have required a chemical alteration of the
starting scaffold (Figure S2F and S2I).

In light of these computational data, we then selected the
faster and easier synthetic strategy (Scheme 2) to obtain 6-
methylquinazoline-4(3H)-one derivatives, based on the use of
aldehydes and aromatic boronic acids (at 2 and 8 positions,
respectively). Accordingly, starting from commercially available
items, a virtual library of ~175,000 compounds (See Experimen-
tal Section) was built and used as input for molecular docking
calculation against BRD9. The output docking poses were then
screened through 3D structure-based “pharm-druglike1” and
“pharm-druglike2” pharmacophore models, and finally, 16
compounds featuring good docking scores (see Experimental
Section), satisfactory matching of the pharmacophoric features,
and promising PhaseScreen scores (see Experimental Section)
(Table 1 and Table 2) were selected for the chemical synthesis
phase.

Specifically, compounds 12–22 were selected with “pharm-
druglike2” (AAHRRRX 7-points) pharmacophore model (Table 2).
Also, compounds 23–24 were selected as negative controls
(Table 2) to evaluate and corroborate the reliability of the 3D

structure-based pharmacophore models, since they only meet
five of the seven points of the pharmacophore model. In
addition, three derivatives, 25–27 (Table 2), were selected
through “pharm-druglike1” (AAHHRRR 7-points) model.

Subsequently, after selecting the best molecules, we opted
for a versatile synthetic strategy that would allow us to obtain
the maximum chemical diversity in the shortest number of
synthetic steps (Scheme 2).

Indeed, due to the high interest of medicinal chemistry[9] for
the quinazolin-4(3H)-one nucleus related to the multiple bio-
logical functions, many synthetic methods are already reported
for these compounds. However, most methods involve pro-
longed reaction times, high catalyst loading and less suitable to
optimization procedures.[12] In light of this, we decided to build
the quinazolin-4(3H)-one nucleus with a one-pot multistep
procedure by a condensation reaction of the aminobenzamide
1 with the corresponding aldehydes followed by oxidative
dehydrogenation catalyzed by I2 (Scheme 2).[7]

Starting from the 2-amino-3-bromo-5-methylbenzoic acid,
the corresponding amide was generated with 97% of yield. In
the next synthetic step, since the polar nature of the obtained
derivative 1, instead of functionalizing position 8, we preferred
to synthesize the quinazolin-4(3H)-one core with consequent
more accessible purification procedures. Compound 1 reacted
with the different aldehydes in THF at reflux with the formation
of an imine in position 2,[7] followed by intramolecular
cyclization promoted by iodine addition, obtaining compounds
2–10 (see Table 1, yield: 41–89%). Due to the high volatility of
the acetaldehyde, which is difficult to manage also at room
temperature, the intermediate 11, bearing a methyl in position
2, was obtained by oxidizing ethanol with the TBHP, in order to
obtain the acetaldehyde in situ.

Final compounds 12–27 were obtained with Suzuki-
Miyaura cross-coupling, which allowed us to simply function-
alize position 8 with the selected aromatic rings, leading to
moderate-to-good yields (50–90%) under mild conditions. To
prepare the designed compounds, the cross-coupling was
performed under standard conditions using Pd[P(Ph3)]4 as the
catalyst and aqueous carbonate base in a water/dioxane at
80 °C (Scheme 2).

Scheme 2. Synthetic strategy for compounds 12–27.
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Table 1. Chemical structures of compounds 2–27.

Compound R1 R2 Yield

2 97%

3 63%

4 44%

5 66%

6 89%

7 66%

8 75%

9 88%

10 56%

11 CH3 60%

Compound R1 R2 Yield

12 66%

13 78%

14 54%

15 55%

16 73%

17 62%
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Table 1. continued

Compound R1 R2 Yield

18 66%

19 72%

20 82%

21 90%

22 80%

23 50%

24 75%

25 61%

26 CH3 72%

27 CH3 70%

Table 2. In silico predicted parameters accounted for the selection of compounds 12–27.

Compound Docking score Num sites matched PhaseScreen score Hypo ID

12 � 8.3 6/7 1.61 AAHRRRX
13 � 8.1 6/7 1.60 AAHRRRX
14 � 7.8 6/7 1.61 AAHRRRX
15 � 8.0 6/7 1.58 AAHRRRX
16 � 8.8 6/7 1.55 AAHRRRX
17 � 7.4 6/7 1.56 AAHRRRX
18 � 7.8 6/7 1.67 AAHRRRX
19 � 7.5 6/7 1.52 AAHRRRX
20 � 7.5 6/7 1.57 AAHRRRX
21 � 7.8 6/7 1.60 AAHRRRX
22 � 7.8 6/7 1.59 AAHRRRX
23 � 7.5 5/7 1.61 AAHRRRX
24 � 6.9 5/7 1.18 AAHHRRX
25 � 7.3 6/7 1.74 AAHHRRR
26 � 9.2 6/7 1.52 AAHHRRR
27 � 8.8 6/7 1.95 AAHHRRR
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In order to determine the binding affinity of the synthesized
derivatives 12–27, all the compounds were preliminarily
screened by AlphaScreen assays,[13] evaluating their potential
affinity against BRD9 protein at 10 μM starting concentration.
Interestingly, most of the synthesized compounds (11/16) led to
a residual binding of histone H4Ac to BRD9 <70% (Table 3).
Among them, compounds 14, 16, 18, 22, and 26 showed the
best binding affinity against the protein, with a percentage of
acetylated histone residual binding between 42.5% and 56.0%
(Table 3). The biological profile of these compounds was further
investigated by calculating the corresponding IC50 values,
obtaining for them a promising affinity for the protein in the
low micromolar range of affinities (Table 3 and Figure 2).
Conversely, 15, 19, 23, 24, 27 did not exhibit a significant
binding to BRD9, with residual binding of acetylated histone
between 70% and 80% (Table 3).

Data arising from compounds 14, 16, 18, 22, and 26,
selected by in silico investigations and featuring promising
binding affinities, highlighted the reliability of the proposed
workflow. Indeed, they respected 6/7 points of the 3D
structure-based pharmacophore models and this guaranteed a
priori that specific functional groups are in the binding site area
while also establishing key interactions with the protein
counterpart. After visual inspection, the interactions with the
fundamental amino acids and 14, 16, 18, 22 and 26 were
confirmed: the carbonyl group of the quinazolinone core (that
matches the pharmacophore acceptor feature “A”) established
an H-bond with Asn 100 (Figure 3), which is a key amino acid
for the recognition of acetylated lysine residues.[10c,14] In
addition, aromatic rings matching the aromatic features (“R”) of
the AAHRRRX and AAHHRRR models, derived from substituents
introduced on the quinazolinone-based scaffold, were able to
establish π-π interactions with Tyr 106 and Phe 44, representing
key amino acids essential for BRD9 activity (Figure 3).[10c,14]

Moreover, structure-activity analysis indicated that, among the
compounds selected through “pharm-druglike2” model (14, 16,
18, and 22, Figure 3A–3D), 16, 18, and 22, featuring a 3,5-
dimethoxyphenyl substituent at position 8, showed the best
binding behavior. Interestingly, mono- or di-methoxy substi-

tuted phenyl moieties were also reported in several BRD9
binders already identified.[10a–c] Among the set of compounds
selected with “pharm-druglike1” model, 26 (Figure 3E) showed
an encouraging activity as well, suggesting that the 6-meth-
ylquinazolin-4(3H)-one can be accommodated in the BRD9
binding site respecting two different predicted binding modes.

Table 3. Residual activity and IC50 values of compounds 12–27 against BRD9 and BRD4. Data of the residual enzyme activity at 10 μM test compound
concentration are given as means�S.D. for n=3.

Compound Residual binding of Histone H4Ac to BRD9 (%)�S.D. IC50�S.D. for BRD9 (μM) Residual binding of Histone H4Ac to BRD4 BD1 (%)�S.D.

12 63.3�1.6 / /
13 69.5�0.9 / /
14 56.0�1.2 10.9�0.3 91.9�1.4
15 71.1�1.3 / /
16 53.6�2.4 7.4�1.5 91.9�1.5
17 64.3�2.0 / /
18 42.5�0.3 3.1�0.8 77.6�1.6
19 76.3�0.7 / /
20 68.0�3.2 / /
21 65.6�2.0 / /
22 42.9 �2.1 2.5�0.4 85.1�1.6
23 77.8�4.5 / /
24 74.9�2.2 / /
25 66.1�1.6 / /
26 44.6�0.3 3.7�0.2 86.0�1.0
27 76.6�2.9 / /

Figure 2. Concentration-response curves for the analysis of the binding of
compounds 14, 16, 18, 22, and 26 on BRD9. Data are expressed as a
percentage related to that of control (100%), meanswith S.D., n =3.
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Compounds 23 and 24, selected as “negative controls”
(matching 5/7 features of the “pharm-druglike2” pharmaco-
phore model) did not show a promising binding, as expected.

Furthermore, in order to get more insights into the activity
of quinazolinone-based derivatives on BRD9, molecular dynam-
ics (MD) simulations (see Experimental section) for the most
promising compound, i. e., 22, and the least active one, i. e., 23,
were performed.[14b] Firstly, the root mean square deviation
(RMSD) values, computed for the ligands/protein backbone
complex and for the ligand sampled conformations along the
whole simulation vs. their starting reference coordinates, were
evaluated in order to appraise the stability of the complexes.
The RMSD analysis corroborated the experimental results, since
23 showed higher RMSD values if compared with those of 22.
Also, larger fluctuations were detected for 23, highlighting the
instability in maintaining protein binding (Figure S3). In addi-
tion, analysis of protein interactions along time showed that 22,
if compared with 23, was able to establish and preserve
interactions with key amino acids (Asn 100, Tyr 106 and Phe

44). Interestingly, for compound 22 we observed constant
contacts along the simulations. Indeed, 22 was able to establish
interaction with Asn 100 (interaction fraction value=1.6) (Fig-
ure S3).

Considering that quinazolin-4(3H)-one derivatives were al-
ready reported as BET family member BRD4 binders,[8] com-
pounds 14, 16, 18, 22, and 26 were also evaluated on the first
bromodomain of BRD4 (BRD4 BD1) by AlphaScreen assays.
Interestingly, they did not exhibit significant binding against
BRD4 BD1 (Table 3), thus emerging as novel BRD9 binders while
also featuring a promising selective behavior.

Conclusion

In summary, 6-methylquinazolin-4(3H)-one-based compounds
were here identified as novel BRD9 binders by coupling
accurate in silico investigations and a fast and efficient chemical
synthesis procedure. This workflow led to the careful selection
of a set of promising items, which were quickly synthesized in
moderate-to-good yields.

In particular, following an efficient synthetic procedure,
involving three steps, the selected compounds were synthe-
sized starting from 2-amino-3-bromo-6-methylbenzamide, ob-
tained from the corresponding acid. Imine formation followed
by the cyclization reactions gave the 6-methylquinazolin-4(3H)-
one chemical core and, eventually, the Pd-catalyzed Suzuki-
Miyaura cross-coupling led to the final set of selected items.
The synthetic scheme adopted allowed us to easily obtain a
library of molecules in view of future investigations of this
promising core.

Biological evaluation through AlphaScreen assays led us to
the identification of 14, 16, 18, 22, and 26 as new and selective
agents, highlighting the 6-methylquinazolin-4(3H)-one as a
valuable molecular platform for developing BRD9 binders. The
here reported workflow highlights the possibility of investigat-
ing the quinazolin-4(3H)-one scaffold modulating further sub-
stitution patterns while guaranteeing the minimum require-
ments for BRD9 binding. This approach, based on coupling the
advantages of in silico 3D structure-based pharmacophore-
driven screening and of fast and efficient chemical synthesis
procedures, can be re-iterated to produce different libraries of
organic compounds in a rational and focused way as potential
bioactive agents.

Experimental Section

Computational details

Docking calculation for 6-methylquinazolin-4(3H)-one scaffold

The 6-methylquinazolin-4(3H)-one scaffold was prepared using
LigPrep software (Schrödinger Suite)[15] accounting the protonation
state at a pH=7.4�1.0 and minimizing the structure with OPLS
2005 force field. Prior to perform docking calculations, the Protein
Preparation Wizard workflow (Maestro, Schrödinger) was employed
using the crystal structure of the BRD9 bromodomain in complex

Figure 3. Superposition of 14 (colored by atom type: C cyan, O red, N blue,
polar H light grey), 16 (colored by atom type: C green, O red, N blue, polar H
light grey), 18 (colored by atom type: C light pink, O red, N blue, polar H
light grey), and 22 (colored by atom type: C yellow, O red, N blue, polar H
light grey) with “pharm-druglike2” model (panel A, B, C and D, respectively).
Superposition of 26 (colored by atom type: C fuchsia, O red, N blue, polar H
light grey) with “pharm-druglike1” model (panel E). All the compounds and
3D structure-based pharmacophore models are shown onto BRD9 binding
site (PDB code: 5F1H, represented with grey ribbons). Key interactions (H-
bond in red and π-π stacking in blue) with fundamental amino acids (Asn
100, Tyr 106 and Phe 44) and 14, 16, 18, 22 and 26 are also shown.
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with BI-9564, the latter used as reference for grid box generation
(PDB code:5F1H).[10a] All hydrogen atoms were added, and bond
orders were assigned. Docking calculations were performed using
Glide software[16] at standard precision (SP) level in order to perform
an exhaustive sampling of all possible conformations in the BRD9
binding site.

Generation of the virtual library

Using CombiGlide software, a library of 673,680 6-meth-
ylquinazolin-4(3H)-one-based compounds was generated: 1203
aldehydes and 560 aromatic boronates were accounted according
to the synthetic route (Scheme 2). For all generated compounds,
the related pharmacokinetic properties were calculated using the
Qikprop program in the Schrödinger Suite.[17] After that, the new
library was filtered using LigFilter, following the Lipinski filter to
prioritize drug-like compounds and, finally, 174,992 compounds
were selected for the subsequent molecular docking calculations.

Virtual screening of the generated library of
6-methylquinazolin-4(3H)-one derivatives

The generated library was used as input for molecular docking
experiments, performed using the Virtual Screening Workflow tool
as implemented in Schrödinger Suite and using Glide software[16]

considering three level of precision: High-Throughput Virtual
Screening scoring and sampling (HTVS), Standard Precision scoring
and sampling phase (SP), Extra Precision scoring and sampling
phase (XP). Specifically, the following scheme was applied: after
HTVS step, only 20% of the best poses were saved and used for the
subsequent step; after SP level, only 20% of the best poses were
saved and used for the subsequent step; in the XP level for each
input were generated ten poses and finally 30% of the most
promising items were saved for the final output. In addition, the
free energy (ΔGbind) was calculated for compounds 12–22 and 25–
27 with the MM-GBSA method using the software Prime[18] in the
VSGB solvent model. The residues within 6 Å from the ligand were
left free to move to reduce steric clashes (see Table S1).

Pharmacophore screening

The docking output contained 5267 poses, which were used as
input for pharmacophore screening applying the developed 3D
structure-based pharmacophore models (“pharm-druglike1” and
“pharm-druglike2” 7-points models). Using the “Ligand and data-
base screening” tool in Phase,[19] for each compound the exact
conformer arising from the molecular docking experiments, namely
already accommodated in the chosen protein structure, was
accounted through the “score in place“ option. For the final
selection, the output poses from the pharmacophore screening
were further refined applying a cut-off of 2 kcal/mol from the best
value of docking score and excluding poses featuring a Pha-
seScreen score <1.25.

Molecular dynamics

The simulations of BRD9/22 and BRD9/23 complexes were carried
out using the software Desmond[20] with the OPLS-2005 force field.
Initially, each complex was inserted in an orthorhombic box with a
buffer distance of 10 Å in each space direction and solvated with
TIP3P water molecules. The system charge was neutralized by
adding Na+ or Cl � ions. Subsequently, each system was relaxed
following these steps: a Brownian Dynamics in NPT ensemble (i. e.,
keeping the number of molecules, the pressure, and the temper-

ature of the system constant) at 10 K for 100 ns, followed by two
12 ns steps at 10 K, in NVT and NPT ensemble respectively, with
restrains on heavy solute atoms. Then, two phases of 12 ns and
24 ns, respectively, were carried out in an NPT ensemble at 300 K
with and without restrains. After the relaxation phase, the systems
were simulated for 100 ns in an NPT ensemble at 310 K.

Molecular dynamics analysis

Each trajectory was analyzed to extract qualitative information. In
particular, the following properties were considered: a) the ligand
root mean square deviation (RMSD) vs. the protein backbone,
obtained measuring the RMSD of the ligand heavy atoms when the
protein-ligand complex is first aligned on the protein backbone of
the reference; b) the ligand RMSD vs. its reference conformation; c)
protein-ligand contacts, monitoring the protein interactions during
the simulations and categorizing them into six types: Hydrogen
Bonds, Hydrophobic, Ionic and Water Bridges, π-cation and π- π
stacking interactions.

Chemical synthesis

Chemistry general information

All commercially available starting materials were purchased from
Merck Life Science srl and were used as received. The solvents used
for the synthesis were of high-performance liquid chromatography
(HPLC) grade (Merck Life Science S.R.L.). NMR spectra were recorded
on a Bruker Avance 400 MHz instrument at T=298 K. All the
compounds were dissolved in 0.5 mL of CDCl3, CD3OD or DMSO-d6

(Merck Life Science S.R.L., 99.98 Atom % D). Coupling constants (J)
are reported in Hertz, and chemical shifts are expressed in parts per
million (ppm) on the delta (δ) scale relative to solvent peak as
internal reference. Reactions were monitored on silica gel 60 F254

plates (Merck Life Science S.R.L.) and visualized under UV light (λ=

254 nm, 365 nm). Analytical and semi-preparative reversed-phase
HPLC was performed on Agilent Technologies 1200 Series high-
performance liquid chromatography using a Fusion-RP, C reversed-
phase column (100×2 mm, 4 μm, 80 Å, flow rate=1 mL/min; 250
×10.00 mm, 4 μm, 80 Å, flow rate=4 mL/min respectively, Phenom-
enex). The binary solvent system (A/B) was as follows: 0.1% TFA in
water (A) and 0.1% TFA in CH3CN (B). The absorbance was detected
at 250 nm. The purity of all tested compound (>96%) were
determined by NMR data.

Synthesis of compound 1

A solution of 2-amino-3-bromo-5-methylbenzoic acid (1.0 equiv),
EDC HCl (1.5 equiv) and HOBt (1.65 equiv) in dry DCM/DMF(10/1,
100 ml) was treated with DIPEA (6.5 equiv). The resulting mixture
was stirred for 5 hours at room temperature under N2 atmosphere.
After that NH4Cl was added (3.25 equiv), the reaction continued for
20 h in the same conditions. The organic layer was washed with
HCl 1 N (3x15 ml), dried over Na2SO4 and concentrated to obtain
the final products. The crude was pure to use for the next step
without any purification.

General procedure a for the synthesis of intermediates 2–10

A solution of 2-amino-3-bromo-5-methylbenzamide (1) (1.0 equiv)
and selected benzaldehyde (1.2 equiv) in dry THF (30 mL) was
stirred for 5 h at reflux; then, molecular I2 (5.0 equiv) was added.
The reaction was stirred over-night at reflux. Then, the mixture was
diluted with DCM (20 mL) and washed with a water solution of
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thiosulfate (2×10 mL) and brine (2×10 mL), dried over anhydrous
Na2SO4, filtered, and concentrated in vacuo. The desired com-
pounds were purified by silica gel using different mixtures of
hexane/acetate depending on the polarity of the molecule.

General procedure b for the synthesis of intermediate 11

To a solution of 2-amino-3-bromo-5-methylbenzamide (1)
(1.0 equiv) in EtOH, tert-butyl hydroperoxide (3.8 equiv) was added.
The mixture was stirred overnight at reflux. After the completion of
the reaction, the mixture was concentrated, diluted with CHCl3 and
washed three times (3×10 mL). The organic layer was dried over
anhydrous Na2SO4, filtered and concentrated under reduced
pressure to afford the crude product. The final product was
obtained by silica gel purification using a mixture of hexane/ethyl
acetate (65/35 v/v).

General procedure c for the synthesis of compounds 12–27

8-bromo-6-methylquinazolin-4(3H)-one (1.0 equiv), the selected
boronic acid (1.5 equiv), K2CO3 (3.0 equiv) and
tetrakis(triphenylphosphine)palladium(0) (0.2 equiv) were dissolved
in a previously degassed mixture of 1,4-dioxane (80%) and water
(20%) (20 mL) and stirred over-night at 80 °C under argon
atmosphere. After the competition of the reaction, the mixture was
diluted with DCM and washed with brine (3×10 mL). The organic
layer was dried over anhydrous Na2SO4, filtered, and concentrated
under reduced pressure to afford the crude product. The resulting
residue was purified on a silica gel column chromatography eluting
with different hexane/ethyl acetate mixtures to give the final
products.

In vitro Alpha Screen assay

The binding of synthesized compounds against BRD9 and BRD4
BD1 was measured by Alpha Screen Technology through BRD9
(BD1) Inhibitor Screening Assay Kit (BSP-32519) and BRD4 (BD1)
Inhibitor Screening Assay Kit (BSP-32514). Anti-GST-coated acceptor
beads were used to capture the GST-fusion BRD9, whereas the
biotinylated-H4 peptide (BET bromodomain ligand) was captured
by the streptavidin donor beads. Upon illumination at 680 nm,
chemical energy is transferred from donor to acceptor beads across
the complex streptavidin-donor/H4-biotin/GST-BRD/anti-GST-ac-
ceptor and a signal is produced. The assay was performed in white,
384-well Optiplates (Perkin Elmer) using a final volume of 30 μL
containing final concentrations of 50 nM of purified GST-tagged
BRD protein (BSP-31091 and BSP-31040), 1 μL of BET bromodomain
ligand (BSP-33000). 10 μL of 250-fold diluted Glutathione AlphaLISA
Acceptor Beads (PerkinElmer #AL109 C) and 10μL of 150-fold
diluted Streptavidin Donor Bead (PerkinElmer #6760002) were used
for BRD9 screening assay. Instead, 10 μL of 250-fold diluted
Glutathione AlphaLISA Acceptor Beads (PerkinElmer #AL109 C) and
10 μL of 250-fold diluted Streptavidin Donor Bead (PerkinElmer
#6760002) were used for BRD4 screening assay. The concentration
of DMSO was maintained at a final concentration of 0.5% in each
well. The stimulation times with 10 μL of tested compound (each at
final concentration of 10 μM) were fixed to 30 min at room
temperature. After the addition of the detection acceptor beads,
the plates were incubated in the dark for 30 min at room temper-
ature and finally read in an Enspire microplate analyzer (Perkin
Elmer).
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